
Installation Guide

All the information is given and based on good building practice and are 
not a complete statement of all relevant data. Fit & Forget assumes no 
responsibility for the installation of Slat Legends and their suitability to 
satisfy relevant Building Codes and Regulations.

Our products are produced with the greatest possible care. However, 
no guarantee can be given with regards to slight variations in look and 
colour between different batches.

It is recommended that installations in one room be completed with 
products bearing the same production date/batch number. Any concerns 
regarding colour variation or general product appearance must be 
discussed with Fit & Forget, along with the batch numbers, prior to 
installation.

Wear protective gear during installation; safety goggles, mask, gloves, ear 
protection and steel cap boots. Always work in a well ventilated area.

Prior to installation the panels must be placed on a flat surface for 24hrs in the room where they 
will be installed, in order to acclimatise with the ambient temperature and humidity of the room.

1. Preparation for installation
The wall you intend to apply the panels to should be smooth, dry and 
dust free. Check the vertical/horizontal alignment of the wall and mark 
the necessary guidelines for the first panel placement. Accurately 
measure the areas around windows, and holes required for electrical 
sockets, lighting etc and mark the positions on the back of the panels for 
cutting.

2. Decide on orientation for installation
The panels can be installed vertically or horizontally or diagonally, 
allowing you to match the visual effect of your interior. You will need to 
decide which way you are installing before cutting the panels.

3. How to cut Slat Legends Panels
Mark out your required measurements on the back of the panels and 
cut along the marked line using either a sharp fine tooth hand saw or an 
electrical jigsaw. Cutting the panels on the back side allows for a cleaner 
finish on the front. Carefully trim any areas which need to fit around 
lighting, windows, doors etc.

Tools required
• Tape measure 
• Pencil or marker pen
• Fine tooth electrical or hand saw
• Levelling tool
• Silicone/caulking gun
• Instant grab adhesive

Finishing Trims
If installing with finishing trims, the left trim should be measured to the 
height of the wall and cut to size first. Then two small notches should be 
cut out on the back leg of the left trim, at both the top and bottom ends, 
these will allow for the universal trims to sit in place for a neat finish. 
Once these notches are cut out you are ready to apply grab adhesive to 
the back of the left trim and press it firmly on to the wall, while ensuring 
vertical alignment.

With this in place, you can now measure from the inside edge of the left 
trim to the end of the wall on the right side to find the correct length for 
your top and bottom trims (universal). Once cut using a fine tooth saw, 
apply grab adhesive, and press each universal trim firmly into place so 
you now have a three sided ‘frame’ to install your panels within.

Your Slat Legend panels must be measured from the inside edges of the 
top and bottom trim to ensure a neat finish. Apply adhesive to the back 
of your first panel, position it flush against the left trim and press firmly 
into place. Then continue to do the same along the length of the wall, 
ensuring there are no gaps between each panel.

4. Adhesive application
The panels should be installed using an instant grab adhesive to ensure 
an instant strong bond between the wall and the panel. Apply adhesive 
to the back of the panel in straight strips all down the back, every 5cm. In 
the case of fitting finishing trims, one strip will suffice.

5. Starting your installation
Panels should be installed from left to right OR from bottom to top 
(depending on the desired orientation). With the adhesive applied and 
any levelling adjustments clearly marked, press the first panel into place 
against the wall. A rubber mallet can be used to tap the panel and further 
adhere it to the wall. With the first panel secured and level you can now 
continue the same process for the rest of the required panels. Ensure that 
each panel is flush up against the previous, and no gaps are showing.

If your wall panelling feature finishes on one wall, simply fit a right hand 
trim flush against the last panel. If you are continuing the panelling 
around a corner, you should cut a top and bottom trim as before, but 
with a 45 degree cut at the outside edge, to allow for a neat join. On the 
adjoining wall you can join the panels together at the inside corner in 
a number of ways, depending on the desired finish. You can rotate the 
panels so the long ‘lock’ edge fits into the corner, or you can keep the 
continuity from the first wall and keep the same panel orientation.

Depending on the orientation option you choose for the second wall 
layout, it will determine whether you use a right trim, or a universal trim
to finish off the edge.
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General Care 
• Periodic dusting and vacuuming helps to maintain panel appearance 
• Dust with a soft microfiber cloth
• When vacuuming, use a low suction setting and a soft brush attachment  
• To avoid discoloration and warping, avoid installing Slat Legends Ultra panels 

in a location that is subject to prolonged periods of direct sunlight or heat

Spot Cleaning 
• Liquids spills should be removed as soon as possible to avoid staining.
• Test any proposed cleaning method on an inconspicuous section before 

proceeding with a larger area
• Dampen a microfiber cloth using a mild soap and warm water solution.
• Avoid excess pressure or scrubbing as this can cause damage and discoloration
• Remove any excess water by dabbing with a dry soft cloth
• Allow the panel to dry thoroughly with natural airflow.
• Do not use artificial heat (e.g. hairdryer) to dry any areas of the panels.

DO NOT USE ABRASIVE 
OR STEAM CLEANERS

DISCLAIMER:  Slat Legends offers these cleaning and maintenance 
suggestions, however, the customer undertakes cleaning treatment at 
their own risk. Slat Legends will not be responsible for unsatisfactory 
results from the proposed treatments contained in this document.
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